Christmas Parade and Charity Day …


The “Christmas Parade and Charity Day”, known as the “Summer Festival” in its later years,
would be the most highly visible project conducted by the Rotary Club of Boronia during its
50 years of service.



The Christmas Parade and Charity Day was first run by the Rotary Club in the 1982/83
Rotary Year under the leadership of then PP Bill Wright and continued until it was deemed
to have “had its day” after the final Summer Festival event in 2000/01. That’s almost
twenty years!



The Christmas Parade and Charity Day provided fun and promoted a community spirit in
the annual lead‐up to Christmas, usually conducted on the first or second Saturday in
December. But it was more than that:
o
local groups, be it schools, girl guide and scout groups, dancers and baton twirlers, or a
sporting club were encouraged to enter the parade with a float or other exhibition. The
parade was a great attraction to draw people to the centre of Boronia;
o
the Chamber of Commerce put on breakfast as an attraction for those that came early;
and
o
local charities and sporting/activity groups had the opportunity to “sell some wares” in
a market environment as a means of contributing to their operating funds.
In simple terms, Rotary facilitated the event, which aimed to attract people so that local
groups could derive some financial and promotional benefit in a true community
environment.
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There were prizes for the best parade entry in several categories. The overall winner
received the Len Dobson Perpetual Trophy named in memory of one of the members of the
Club (from 1984/85).



The route of the parade varied over the years, but keep in mind that for most of its tenure,
the then notorious Boronia level crossing was still operating. The parade often marshalled
at Chandler Park and ran through to the Boronia football ground (or similar venue). As you
can imagine, this brought impatience to the fore with a fair share of motorists.



The market was always held along what was then the fire brigade running track in
Maguire Park (effectively where the Safeway open air carpark is today).



In its last two years, the Summer Festival was moved to Boronia Park (adjacent to the
Basketball Stadium) and held in February. The parade was no longer part of the day.
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